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Introduction to the Course

Course Content
This course focuses on the research design and analysis tools used to explore and understand “big data”. The fundamentals of research design are the same throughout the social sciences, however the topical focus of this class is on computationally intensive data generating processes and the research designs used to understand and manipulate such data at scale. By massive or large scale, I mean that there are lots of subjects/connections/units/rows in the data (e.g., social network data like the kind available from Facebook or twitter), or there are lots of variables/items/columns in the data (e.g., text data with many thousands of columns that represent the words in the document corpus), or the selected analytical tool is a computationally complex algorithm (e.g., a Bayesian simulation for modeling a latent variable or a random forest model for exploratory data analysis), or finally some combination of these three issues. The course will provide students with the tools to design observational studies and experimental interventions into large and unstructured data sets at increasingly massive scales and at different degrees of computational complexity.

Course Objectives
Students will learn how to design studies to take advantage of the wealth of information contained in new massive scale online datasets such as data available from Facebook, twitter, and many newly digitized document corpuses now available online. The focus of the course is on designing studies in such away as to maximize the validity of inferences obtained from these complex datasets.

Course Prerequisites
Students should have some familiarity with concepts from research design and statistics. Generally, exposure to these concepts occurs during the first year course at a typical PhD program in political science. Students should have at least some exposure to the R computing environment. The more familiarity with R the better.
Course Details

- I will begin each class day with a short lecture over the class material (approximately 45-60 minutes).

- After each lecture, students will discuss one or two articles as they relate to the lecture (approximately 30-45 minutes).

- On the first day of class, I will introduce students to two large scale datasets. Students will use these data for applied examples over the 10 days of the course.

- The remaining portion of class (approximately 1.5-2 hours) will be devoted to hands on learning with R, simulated data, and the large scale datasets provided by the instructor. Day 7, and Day 9 will consist entirely of in class lab.

- The course schedule section, which is below, provides even more details about the topic of the lecture for each class day, citations for the discussion readings, and chapter entries from the textbooks for the lab portions of the class.
Reading and Programming Requirements

Required Programs

1. R: http://cran.r-project.org/
2. STAN: http://mc-stan.org/

Required Reading Material

2. Additional required articles and chapters are listed below. Copies of these readings will be provided by the instructor.

Suggested Reading and Reference Material

Course Schedule

Day 1: Methods of Observation and Inference

*Introduction to Exploratory Data Analysis, Visualization, and Validation*


*Note:* Time permitting, we will get started with the lab material scheduled for day 2.

Day 2: Programming “Big Data”

*Introduction to Parallel Programming in R for “Big Data”.

- Lecture and lab material are drawn from the chapters in *Art of R Programming* text book.

Day 3: Experimental Design

*Designing and Implementing Randomized Manipulations of Large Scale Data Generating Processes*


Day 4: Quasi-Experimental Designs

*Exploiting Exogenous Shocks to Large Scale Data Generating Processes to Improve the Validity of Inferences*

Day 5: Measurement Theory: Data, Validity, and Reliability

*Construct Validity and Models for Reducing High Dimensional Data for Visualization and Analysis*


Day 6: Ethical Responsibilities for the Social Data Scientist

*Issues Relating to Transparency, Anonymity, Replication, and Reproduction in the Analysis of “Big Data”*

- Driscoll, Jesse. “Prison States & Games of Chicken” working paper.
- Fariss, Christopher J. and Zachary M. Jones. “Enhancing Validity in Observational Settings When Replication is Not Possible” working paper.

Day 7: Text as Data Part 1

*Introduction to Text as Data*


Day 8: Social Network Analysis Part 1

*Introduction to Social Network Data and Analysis*

Day 9: Text as Data Part 2

Text as Data Lab

Day 10: Social Network Analysis Part 2

Social Network Data and Analysis Lab

Next Steps

In this course, we have focused exclusively on the research design tools and analysis techniques necessary for working with and understanding “big data”. We have not considered tools designed to gather and maintain large scale datasets. R is a useful tool for some of these tasks but other more powerful tools exist. Students should consider devoting additional energy to learning tools such as the python, json, and java programming languages and other tools for database management such as hive, hadoop, and SQL (Structured Query Language).

Recommended Programs

1. Python: https://www.python.org/
Biographical Details

I am currently the Jeffrey L. Hyde and Sharon D. Hyde and Political Science Board of Visitors Early Career Professor in Political Science and Assistant Professor in the Department of Political Science at Penn State University. To date, I have taught courses on research design, measurement, and human rights. For my research, I use computational methods to understand why governments around the world choose to torture, maim, and kill individuals within their jurisdiction. Other projects cover a broad array of themes, ranging from foreign aid to American voting behavior, but share a focus on computationally intensive methods and research design. These methodological tools, essential for analyzing "big data", open up new insights into the micro-foundations of state repression.
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